
LAL BARWASH36-II
LED PROJECTORS - Bars - Barwash LED bar
Code EAN : 0370016636805

Description
Designed to meet a wide range of lighting applications, the BARWASH 36 II RGB bar is the versatile lighting system essential for energizing all your 
parties and performances.

With its 12 individually controllable 3W RGB LEDs in three groups of four, combined with three DMX control modes and impressive automatic 
modes, the BARWASH 36 II is a playful Wash bar, ideal for creating dynamic and impressive light shows.

LED light bars are highly versatile lighting systems, found in many applications, from wall lighting to stage animations. Perfect for creating 
ambience in combination with a fog machine, the BARWASH36 II and its 12 Wash RGB LEDs featuring a 42° starting angle boasts 3 DMX control 
modes to precisely pilot your LED bar, and a wide selection of automatic programs and music detection to set the mood with ease!

The BARWASH 36 II is the ideal light system for a wide range of lighting applications, thanks in particular to the many operating modes at your 
disposal. In addition to static light modes and various automatic modes, both conventional and audio-sensing, which can be activated from the 
remote control, the BARWASH 36 II features 3 control zones with 4 LEDs each, independently controllable in color and intensity via DMX: the 
perfect solution for creating your own moods or the most striking chaser effect!

A complete and efficient interface.

The BARWASH 36 II features an interface concentrating the essential control functions, comprising an LCD screen combined with 4 adjustment 
knobs for modifying all the machine's key parameters. The control interface features a 3-point DMX input and output for controlling the bar with a 
DMX controller, and a microphone for capturing background music and printing music pulses into light when one of the Auto Audio Detection 
modes is selected. Extremely robust thanks to its metal chassis, the BARWASH 36 II is equipped with a double adjustable bracket, ideal for 
installation on a structure with a hook or for floor installation.

Features

- Additional Specs :

- Light sources: 12 x 3W RGB LEDs (3 groups of 4)

- Beam angle: 42°

- Modes: Auto, Musical, and DMX

- Number of DMX channels: 3, 5, or 13

- DMX in/out: 3-pin XLR

- Display: Digital screen with 4 control buttons



- Chassis: Steel

- Power supply: 100-240V 50/60 Hz

- Power consumption: 36W

- Cooling : passive

-Weight and dimensions: 2.8 kg, 1000 x 51 x 157 mm

- Ingress protection: IP20 (indoor use)

- Includes: Power cable and cable tie, double hanging bracket, and IR remote control


